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8. Vowels “ vocoids
8.1. In this chapter, we will explain –in depth– the articulations of vowels. We
refer to vowels as vocoids, or vowel phones, when looking at them from an exclusively phonetic point of view. Instead, when we speak of their distinctive role in a
particular language, we will call them vowels, or vowel phonemes. In the case of
graphic symbols, we will again speak of vowels, or of vowel graphemes.
It should be clear, in the ﬁrst place, that the matter (¤ sounds) and substance
(¤ phones) must be fully grasped, given that these elements constitute the essence
of vowel articulations. Everything else is necessarily secondary, including the form
(¤ the phonemes of a given language).
˛e characteristic quality of vocoids depends on the shape assumed by the articulatory channel while they are being formed. Speciﬁcally, we mean their position, determined by the raising and forward–backward movement of the back
of the tongue, as well as by the shape imparted to the lips. Acoustic and radiographic phoneticians give too much importance to the inevitable and objective
fact that the pharyngeal cavity is wider with front vocoids, since the tongue mass
has been moved forwards. As vocoids move farther and farther back, the dimensions of the pharyngeal cavity automatically become smaller, all the way to the
point of true back vocoids.
It is true that this change implies a di‡erence in the shape of the çarticulatory
channelÇ, and that this di‡erence, in turn, produces alterations in the physical (but
not physiological) processes which a‡ect the sound wave. ˛e result is a change in
the acoustic measurements; but all this has little relevance to the actual articulatory intentions, as should be quite clear.
˛us the production of vocoids has three fundamental components, not counting
the expiratory air which makes them possible and gives them voicing, by vibrating
the vocal folds (at least in the case of the more common vocoids). As a matter of fact,
it will be seen later that further modiﬁcations of vocoids are possible, potentially regarding articulation — phonation, particularly in certain speciﬁc languages.
For now, however, we will discuss the three fundamental components of vocoids
(naturally returning to other topics which have already been mentioned): vertical
raising of the back of the tongue (in cooperation with movement of the jaw), in
the direction high–low; horizontal forwards–backwards movement along the
front–back direction: and ﬁnally, lip rounding, according to the alternation
round–spread. ˛erefore, the components can be summarized in tongue position (both vertical and horizontal, of the back of the tongue), and lip shape.
8.2. ˛e older, prescientiﬁc method of describing the çvowelsÇ of a foreign language typically involved making vague references to the sounds çhypothesizedÇ for
one's own language, together with occasional comparisons with some other çbet-
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ter-knownÇ widely-spoken European languages, for signiﬁcantly di‡erent sounds.
It was not realized that the vocoid systems of two languages never correspond satisfactorily. Also neglected was another point which is clear to us today: that no
two people speak the same language in exactly the same way, since there are individual, regional, and sociocultural di‡erences of pronunciation which are often
quite notable.
It is therefore necessary to analyze the vocoids of a language by following a scientiﬁc approach, working independently of any particular language while nonetheless making solid connections to the precise inventories of a great number of natural languages. ˛is approach is called the phonetic me$od. ˛e ﬁrst step in the
method involves understanding the vocoids of one's mother tongue (which does
not necessarily coincide with the national or o‚cial language). ©th this beginning, it is then possible to move on to pronouncing any vocoid in any language.
8.3. vocoids are by nature in opposition to the other category of segmental
sounds, the contoids. In fact, vocoids are distinguished particularly by being (relatively) static, by a fair amount of distance between the articulators, and also by
having their articulation restricted to a limited physical area within the oral space
(constituted e‡ectively by the area ranging from the zone of the prevelum to the
boundaries of the palate and the velum, as can be seen in û 5.1 and û 8.1). ˛eir
static nature, articulatory distance, and limited range, are in contrast to the movement, articulatory proximity, and extended range of articulations characteristic of
the contoids. In fact, these last can be produced in every possible articulatory zone,
including very peripherical ones, such as the lips, the teeth, the pharynx, the larynx, Â.
For vocoids, the position (or shape) imparted to the lips is also essential (as already stated above). ˛is component of the articulation is independent and non-contiguous with respect to that of the back of the tongue. Moreover, the involvement of the glottis is usually assumed to be part of the articulation, and the result
is voicing. Voicing gives greater substance and resonance to vocoids, thereby making them easier to distinguish and recognize in their particular timbres, 52 in all,
together with further nuances which are equally perceptible and recognizable, and
reproducible as well. On the other hand, voiceless vocoids are also possible, even
though here the individuality of the particular timbres is naturally diminished.
Voiceless vocoids can even be used distinctively as phonemes in certain languages,
opposing the more çnormalÇ voiced phonemes (Ô § 11.18).
û 8.1. Articulatory space for vocoids.
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8.4. ˛erefore, vocoids are phones in which the expiratory air passes freely out
of the mouth, moving along the middle part of the back of the tongue. ˛e tongue
position is (relatively) rather stable throughout the duration of the phone. More-
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over, the opening of the jaw (and naturally, also the space between the back of the
tongue and the palate) is never less than that found in dorsal approximants, such
as (j, ¥÷ µ, w). As was seen in § 5.5-6, this last group is characterized by a less stable and quicker articulation than the corresponding vocoids, (i, y÷ M, u). For the
various positions of the back of the tongue and of the lips, in the course of vocoid
articulations, Ô û 8.6-9.
˛ere exist vocoids with greater jaw opening as well, passing through intermediate stages until reaching the level of true open vocoids. It will be immediately
seen that it is helpful to classify the di‡erent vocoids in six degrees of jaw opening,
organized into three groups. We see now –once again– that vocoids have a limited zone of production, in terms of the height of the tongue and the jaw. ˛e
mouth must be appropriately open, but not too much, so that a natural articulation which combines ﬂuidly vocoids and contoids is possible. ˛e opening should
not be overly narrow either, since otherwise unhelpful friction and noises would
be produced (which would also be annoying while communicating with others).
Moreover, there needs to be enough space between the open and close degrees
to make it possible to distinguish cleanly the intermediate levels, which are variously used by the di‡erent languages. ˛erefore, for purposes of classiﬁcation, this
space is subdivided into three horizontal zones: close, mid, and open. Each one
of these is in turn subdivided into an upper or lower part, thereby allowong further internal distinctions.
In this manner, one obtains the following six –successively greater– degrees of
tongue/jaw opening for vocoids: high, lower-high; higher-mid, lower-mid;
higher-low, low; whose existence can also be demonstrated experimentally with,
for example, x-ray photographs or ﬁlms.
û 8.2. Vocograms and labiograms of vocoids in the extreme positions.
u
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8.5. In order to investigate the natural limits of the area of vocoid articulations,
the author used x-rays and a small metal chain, with a coated lead ball in the center. ˛e chain was then extended along the longitudinal groove of the tongue so
that the lead ball would coincide in position with the center of the back of the
tongue (the position of the lead ball is shown in û 8.1, where it is magniﬁed so as
to be more evident, and it is furthermore represented with a square marker, except
in the case of (u)). In this way, it is possible to detect the horizontal and vertical
movement of the tongue, together with its shape with respect to various ﬁxed
points on the palatal vault, while various vocoids are being articulated. In order
to ensure that the articulations were natural, photographs of speech made with
and without the chain were compared (as well as the corresponding magnetic or
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electronic recordings).
˛e essential point, therefore, is to succeed in identifying accurately the full range
of (horizontal and vertical) movement of the lead ball, during the articulation of
the most extreme possible vocoids, uttered in a natural way. One such result is that
the highest and frontest possible vocoid is (i) (û 8.1, where we give precisely those
points on the vocogram which are most extreme and peripheral). Raising the
tongue further, we inevitably pass (through the palatal approximant (j), û 5.1 “ û
10.6.1, towards the end of the ﬁrst part of the ﬁgure) to a point where friction is
produced, resulting thereby in the voiced palatal constrictive contoid, (J) (û 10.5.1,
at the beginning of the last but three row). Moving the tongue forward, as well, the
quality of vocoids would be lost, resulting in a timbre more like that of a contoid.
{Especially non-phoneticians will frown on this (perfectly grammatical superlative) the frontest, preferring çthe most forwardÇ, or even çthe most frontÇ. ˛e
same holds for the backest, in comparison with çthe most retracted/backÇ, and for
the corresponding comparatives: fronter, backer˘}
˛e highest and backest vocoid possible is (u) (û 8.1). Raising the tongue further, the resulting phone passes through the velar rounded (w) (û 5.1 “ û 10.6.1,
at the beginning of the last but two row), before yielding the voiced velar (rounded) constrictive ()) (û 10.5.1, third orogram in the last but two row); while moving the tongue farther back, the result would be the uvular rounded constrictive,
(R) (û 10.5.1, the ﬁrst in the last but one row).
˛e lowest and backest vocoid possible is (å) (û 8.1). Moving the tongue farther back, the result would be the prepharyngeal approximant contoid, (˚) (û
10.6.1, the ﬁrst in the last row), and moving still farther, we encounter the prepharyngeal constrictive, (∆) (û 10.5.1, the last one in the last row), where both of
these are voiced.
Combining the level of jaw opening characteristic of (å) and the forward position of the tongue found in (i), we come to the lowest and frontest possible vocoid, (π) (û 8.1), which constitutes the articulation most di‡erent from that of
the contoids, with which it in fact has no natural connection or similarity (unlike
in the other cases mentioned here). We (the author and many others) have already
explained that (π) is actually a low front vocoid (even though the oƒIPA continues
to describe this vowel as higher than it actually is), as the acoustic analyses themselves clearly demonstrate.
8.6. Joining together these four points, in a schematic way in order to be more
practical, and enlarging the ﬁgure, we arrive at the vocoidal quadrilateral, or
vocogram (û 8.2), into which all vocoid phones possible in any language can be
placed. (Concerning possible modiﬁcations of these, Ô § 11.17-19.)
˛e left side of the vocogram is thus the front limit of the articulatory area for
vocoids, while the right side is the back limit. ˛e space between these two limiting barriers can be usefully divided into ﬁve columns. On the ends, we have the
front and back vocoids; in the middle, there are the central ones. Since it has
been proved worthwhile to use speciﬁc markers also for phones in the areas comprised between these strips, the two other vocoid columns are referred to as front-
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-central and back-central respectively.
Observing the vocogram of the phones which are unmarked (in the sense of being unrounded – û 8.3, ﬁrst vocogram, columns 0-4), we see that in the back region, the four closed and mid boxes have their vocoid symbols placed in parentheses. ˛is is due to the fact that when back unrounded vocoids are found in languages (mostly Eastern Asian ones), these vocoids, ((M, û, X, x)), are articulated
farther forward than (u, U, o, ø).
˛ey are therefore more accurately deﬁned as back-central vocoids, rather
than purely back ones. If, one day, a language should be found possessing vocoids
in the area of these four boxes, an appropriate symbol can always be brought into
use. ˛ese supplementary symbols, prepared according to the principles leading
to the expansion of this present handbook, are, in fact: (*, ï, Ú, ¢).
We move ahead, now, to the vocogram of the rounded phones, which are
marked because of being produced with lip rounding (û 8.3, second vocogram,
columns 5-9). Here it can be seen that, corresponding inversely to what occurs
with unrounded vocoids, the four mid and low front boxes have symbols placed
in parentheses. In fact, the vocoids (y, Y÷ °, #÷ §), occurring in languages such as
French and German, are articulated farther back than (i, I÷ e, ™÷ E), and are therefore deﬁned more accurately to be front-central vocoids. If symbols for truly
front rounded vocoids in these areas should become necessary, it could be possible to use (∏, π, œ, ì).
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û 8.3. ˛e 52 vocoids of canIPA (with the 8 çpotentialÇ ones) and labiograms for the high ones.

Instead of looking at just the position of the lead ball for vocoids, we can also
consider the entire surface of the tongue, with respect to the palatal vault. From
this point of view, we see that the position is practically the same as that found in
less tense realizations of (j, w) (Ô û 8.1). For this reason, it might seem more logical to deﬁne the two vocoids (i, u) as çpalatalÇ and çvelar roundedÇ, respectively,
like the corresponding contoids. ˛is would have the advantage of maintaining a
(useful) connection between vocoids and contoids. However, there are three
canonical çplaces of articulationÇ for contoids in this area: palatal, prevelar, and
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velar (together with rounded versions of each of these); while there are necessarily ﬁve corresponding areas for vocoids (to be objective). One approach might be
to name ﬁve di‡erent places of articulation, which could therefore be: palatal, postpalatal, prevelar, provelar, and velar (as, in fact, will be done later, when we seek
to indicate nuances and distinctions relating to medial approximants –articulated
with the medium-dorsum of the tongue– and similar contoids articulated nearby,
Ô § 10.13 and û 10.12, by comparing them to the space of vocoids).
But it seems preferable to follow the terminology proposed above: front,
front-central, central, back-central, and back, in addition to the correspondent rounded forms. In fact, it is appropriate to treat vocoids by means of the
vocogram, both for learning and for teaching purposes.
Also alpha(nu)meric indications, using the numbers 0-4 and 5-9 together with
the six heights, denoted with a-f, can be a useful way to refer to particular vocoids.
˛is is particularly the case while speaking on the telephone, or while writing e-mail messages (without having to use attachments, which require both people to
have the same fonts or being able to write and read pdf ﬁles). For example, we can
write (a) = 2ƒ, (i) = 0å, (u) = 9å, (°) = 6© and (È) = 2©…
Looking carefully, it can be seen that there is a certain di‡erence between the
roman çzeroÇ: 0, and the letter o written in small capitals: o. ˛e letter has a somewhat greater height than the numeral, and a di‡erent thickness, more like that of
the roman lower case: o, di‡erently from the numerals (which have much more
homogenous shapes, and, in the case of the more traditional roman form of 1,
namely 1, a more evident serif, with respect to i in small capitals: i).
˛ese numerals –0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9– are referred to as lower case, or high and low,
or traditional, or reﬁned, or also typographic characters, and they are deﬁnitely
more elegant than the upper case, or high, or modern, or common, or school characters – é & " ' ( ç è ) £ à.
Other less useful classiﬁcations
8.7. However, if one wished to remain completely faithful to the indications of
the x-ray photograms, the result would be a complementary and rather di‡erent
classiﬁcation of the vocoids. According to the point of greatest closure of the articulatory channel, the vocoids would be apportioned into at least six places of articulation, and ten would not be by any means impossible. ˛ese would or could
be: çpalatal, (postpalatal,) prevelar, (provelar,) velar, (postvelar,) uvular, uvulopharyngeal, (prepharyngeal,) pharyngealÇ! In order to express the degree of progressive opening, the diagram would resemble a wheel hub with spokes coming
out of it, pivoting on the area of (É).
˛e result would be that, for example, from (i) to (E), vocoids would be considered çpalatalÇ; from (u) to (È), çvelarÇ; and from (π) to (å), çpharyngealÇ! But,
a classiﬁcation of this sort has no practical advantage, even as regards the complex
phenomena of assimilation and coarticulation.
Rather, the subject would become needlessly complicated. Furthermore, the
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same çlove of the truthÇ, if applied rigidly, could induce one to think of (i) (and
the full series, even including (M)) as çbidentalÇ vocoids; and also (u) (and the full
series, even including (Y)) as bilabials, since the narrowest point of passage for the
air in the articulatory channel is actually between the teeth, or between the lips,
respectively. At this point, one would encounter the fresh problem of trying to
come up with new terms, in order to distinguish between the members of these
new and çalienÇ series! ˛erefore, we will not speak of this classiﬁcation any more
– yet certain people, working exclusively with machines, seemed to consider it a
more scientiﬁc approach.
In the meantime, the full validity of the articulatory (and auditory) classiﬁcation has been fully and convincingly demonstrated. In fact, neither the çhighest pointÇ of the tongue, nor the point of çnarrowest passageÇ between the articulators are particularly important for practical purposes. Acoustically, the shape of
the articulatory channel determines the glottometrical instrumental measurements; however, these are more speculative than practical. Instead, the glottographical data furnished by natural phonetics (that is articulatory and auditory, as well as functional] give precious and essential information and descriptions, which are absolutely indispensable in learning and teaching.
But the fact of considering the çhighest pointÇ of the tongue in the x-ray prints
as the truly fundamental aspect led to a series of problems. In fact, the undeniably
brilliant idea of Daniel Jones (to which the experiments of previous phoneticians
also contributed) became manifested in a sort of deformed trapezoid, with the upper part much longer than the lower part, and the back part less long than the
front part. ˛e reasons for these asymmetries lie in precise physical barriers: the
tongue is in fact more mobile in the high-front area than in the low-back area. It
would have been better to adopt a partially di‡erent criterion with respect to that
useful for contoids, for which a global articulation is decidedly more important.
Considering, instead, a constant point, namely the center of the mediumdorsum (¤ the absolute center of the back of the tongue, where the lead ball on the
chain was placed during our early experiments), the resulting ﬁgure is similar to a
much more regular quadrilateral. ©th modern technology, it is no longer necessary to use the chain and lead ball – better and more çnaturalÇ results can be obtained with a few simple considerations and certain particular substances.
Even though any diagram with sharp corners is rather unnatural, it is still helpful to make the ﬁgure as schematic and regular as possible. Although simpliﬁed in
this way, the diagram retains all of its usefulness in practical contexts, as will be
seen in applications to languages and dialects.
8.8. Another defect was the attempt to subdivide the internal spaces between
the four çcardinalÇ points in the quadrilateral by means of an çauditory equidistanceÇ, instead of continuing with articulatory subdivisions, naturally, aided
by auditory feedback. It is quite clear that something which is purely auditory
cannot be faithfully transmitted without a direct contact with the source or producer of the sound. In this manner, even the learning and training of specialized
phoneticians has su‡ered, and the results have inevitably included undesired and
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unappreciated discrepancies, with respect to the articulatory method assisted by
auditory feedback.
˛ose who have not become blinded uncritically in the conviction that the lowest and frontest vowel is ç(a)Ç, but instead try to do (articulatory — acoustic) phonetics without preconceptions and irrational biases, and to see directly what is going on, will necessarily arrive at the conclusion that the lowest and frontest possible vowel is certainly (π). For the sake of precision, given the partial di‡erence between the two approaches in question, we should mention that the çcardinalÇ value of ç(a)Ç corresponds, in practice, to our (Å) {((Å÷))}, which, in any case, is di‡erent both from (π) and from (a) (given that it is practically halfway between these
two vocoids, according to our classiﬁcation).
Of course, it is not our responsibility to convince everyone that this is true, given that it would be simple and su‚cient for anyone (even minimally) competent
in the subject to check the matter personally, once the idea has been explained
clearly. Nonetheless, we cite here some sources, who –with di‡erent principles and
methods– have come to the same logical (and objective) conclusions: Delattre et
al. (1951), Hyman (1975), Chapman et al. (1988’), without mentioning various
contributions of the present writer. All things considered, it has been known for
a (çrelativelyÇ short) time that the Earth is not ﬂat and that the sun does not revolve around it! Just a question of çpoints of viewÇ?
8.9. At any rate, as the tongue is moved so as to produce successively all of the
most external vocoids (those which are most peripheral in the diagram), the resulting ﬁgure is somewhat circular, a sort of lopsided oval. ˛is can be seen in û
6.1, where we move gradually from the more realistic to the more schematic, due
to the practical reasons mentioned above.
Afterwards, we will see the orograms of all of the vocoids, in their medial values. By çmedial valuesÇ, we mean the central position in their box, within the
vocogram. It is useful to work from these values as starting points, which can be
considered basic, fundamental, or canonical. ˛e çcardinalÇ values used by
Jones were instead as peripheral as possible in the vowel trapezoid, and as far from
one another as possible. ˛e Jonesian cardinal vowels (recorded on discs, Ô Jones
1956), in all, were only 18 in number. ˛ey were subdivided into çprimaryÇ cardinal vowels and çsecondaryÇ ones: çprimaryÇ (i, e, E, a, A÷ O, o, u), and çsecondaryÇ (y, °, §, π, Ø÷ √, X, M), together with (…÷ %). Moreover, the vowels of Jones
were organized by reference to their frequency in the di‡erent languages of the
world, with particular emphasis on the European languages. For this reason, the
rounded and the more çnormalÇ unrounded vowels are çmixedÇ together, instead
of being presented in two homogeneous series, as in our approach. In any case it
is unquestionably true that the primary vowels are more widely used in the various
languages of the world, and that the secondary vowels are only added afterwards in
learning phonetics (even if there are certainly exceptions, unless all the di‡erences
are leveled away in the context of a very abstract form of phonology).
In any case, in common practice, 8 additional vowels were usually added to the
18 çcardinalÇ ones: (¤/I, Y, ¨/U÷ È, +, ‘÷ å÷ π) (in practice, there were two notation-
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al variants, shown here separated by slashes, while (π) was omitted –until the reform of 1979– because of not being documented in the descriptions of real languages). ˛e trapezoid of the most recent reform (ﬁnished in 1996) adds (Ù, ê) and
makes (I, U) o‚cial, thereby rejecting (¤, ¨). However, the value of each symbols
has been made (even more) vague, within a fairly theoretical and çpotentialÇ trapezoid; this is particularly true in the case of (È).
˛e o‚cial location of (a) still su‡ers from the original limited use of symbols,
for phonemic purposes, when it was enough to be able to distinguish two kinds
of a, in respect of only one graphemic symbol. ˛erefore, one of the two extremes
was denoted çnormallyÇ, with (a), while for the other a graphical variant of this
symbol was used, whether derived from cursive script (as in the case of a (A)), or
from Greek, or from horizontal or vertical reﬂections of roman letters in some other cases. In certain types of intraphonemic transcription used for English, (π) /π/
was symbolized by ç/a/Ç, while (A:) /A:/ was simpliﬁed into ç/a:/Ç, and likewise (¤,
¨) /I, U/ became ç/i, u/Ç, in opposition to (Ii, Uu/¯u) /Ii, Uu/ represented (still today! – as has already been mentioned) with ç/i:, u:/Ç, as if the di‡erence was only
one of length.
˛e real problem of the 18 çcardinal vowelsÇ (unlike our various canonical
canIPA vocoids) is highlighted by the fact that they are not easy to be adequately
reproduced even for trained phoneticians (not to speak of makeshift phoneticians,
perhaps on the Internet). In fact, the CV (as they currently are) are just the pursuit of (almost) unnatural boundaries (obtained mostly auditorily, sometimes even
for the four initial CV!).
Instead, we have to ﬁnd those articulatory positions which can be easy for everyone to produce through their own organs, with no stressful excess (which, of
course, does not mean that people are allowed to freely use the vocoids of their
own language!). In addition, even the internal subdivisions must not be an (auditory) imitation of an absolute model, to be just reproduced parrot-fashion. On the
contrary, they have to correspond to precise articulatory gradations, which must
be calibrated for the mouth of each person, without çcheatingÇ (perhaps even unintentionally) by introducing paraphonic characteristics (precisely as voice imitators do), and playing with secondary tones or using supplementary modiﬁcations
of the pharyngeal and labial cavities (exceeding what is natural).
More about vocoids
8.10. We have instead 52 symbols (or 60, including the eight available for articulations which have not yet been found in the languages of the world), and we
use a vocogram with more rigorous subdivisions and clearly demarcated areas,
which makes precision obligatory. In fact, it is not enough (for us, at least) to
dump symbols here and there all over the diagram. Proceeding in this way, there
is a serious risk of ending up with the common problem (unfortunately, seen in a
great number of books) of trapezoids of the same language (and the same accent),
which seem to be referring to very di‡erent languages, instead of just one. ˛is
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problem occurs in the case of trapezoids made by di‡erent authors, but it can also occur with those of a single author (sometimes even within a single book). One
cause is, of course, the excessively indeterminate nature of the o‚cial diagram, in
which there are practically no internal subdivisions.
To present our vocoids, we use two separate vocograms, depending upon whether the lips are rounded or not (Ô û 8.3, û 8.8, “ û 8.9). Of course, this separation
is only methodological. In fact, while describing languages, vocoids should be given together, regardless of the shape of the lips. ˛e shape of the lips is not ignored,
however (as often happens, even with the o‚cial trapezoid), but is instead clearly
marked by the shape of the markers placed in the positions of the relevant phones.
˛us rounded vocoids have a circular marker, while unrounded ones have
a square one. ˛is convention can be seen in all our vocograms, and in those in
é 16-23, but in particular in those in the HPr.
‹en vocoids occur with the lips in a position halfway between the two of
these, that is half-rounded, they are indicated by markers in the form of lozenges, or equiangular rhombi (thus, a square, rotated by 45°, ¤ a sort of diamond
shape).
˛erefore, in theory, we could have 26 vocoids more, by counting the half-rounded ones (and potentially 30, with the extra 4 unrounded vocoids not yet
found in languages, but see also § 8.29-31).
So far, the most common ones have been: (¨, ˚, W÷ Ù, :, w÷ ,, ~, „÷ Ï, ∑÷ †, ,÷ Ω, Ë,
a). Labiograms for half-rounded vowels are shown in the central column of û 8.9.
In the same ﬁgure, it is also possible to see the di‡erences between the two main
types of lip rounding: the types with and without some protrusion of the lips. In
the case of high vowels, where the di‡erences are more evident, we have: with protrusion, (y, u), while without protrusion, (Y), and with half-rounded lips, (¨, ˚, W).
In the case of (%, ¯), we have more commonly the type of rounding without protrusion; but the type with protrusion is also possible. Occasionally, rounding without protrusion can occur even with (y, u), in particular languages.
As has already been mentioned, the orograms (or sagittal cross-sections) contain
also a sort of skeleton of the vocogram (the vowel quadrilateral). ˛is çskeletonÇ
can then function as a reference for comparisons and contrasts, as well as for acquiring the vocoid in question. In the description of actual and particular languages, only the large vocogram need be used (and possibly multiple ones, if one
alone is insu‚cient for the task of showing clearly all of the realizations possible).
In û 8.4.1, we give a variety of vocoid diagrams (vocograms). ˛e ﬁrst two are
those given by Daniel Jones (the ﬁrst of these su‡ers, as can be seen by its shape,
from the unfortunate fact of having considered as primary the çhighest point of
the tongueÇ, instead of a ﬁxed point, ¤ the center of the mediumdorsum). ˛e next
four represent successive developments of these original diagrams. ˛e seventh is
the o‚cial diagram, given in the most recent reform [oƒIPA]. ˛e eighth is our own
quadrilateral [canIPA]˚ which is for us the vocogram par excellence, seen also, in a
smaller size, in the orograms of û 8.1, and, enlarged, in û 8.2.
In order to make a useful comparison with the canonical canIPA vocoids (9 of
which are di‡erent: 5 unrounded and 4 rounded)˚ we have placed in û 8.4.2(.1)
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the 18 o‚cial cardinal vowels of Daniel Jones. Here we list the latter in italics, to
avoid any possible confusion: {i˚ e˚ ù˚ l˚ a˚ §˚ o˚ u}˚ {y˚ @˚ œ˚ ^˚ <˚ ≠˚ ì˚ æ}˚ {I˚ Û}.
Were we to follow our own habitual ordering (which keeps the unrounded and
rounded vocoids separate), we would have: {i˚ e˚ ù˚ l˚ a˚ ≠˚ ì˚ æ÷ I}˚ {y˚ @˚ œ˚ ^˚ <˚
§˚ o˚ u÷ Û}, that is canIPA: (i, e, E, Å, å, ∏, Ú, *÷ …), (Y, ∏, œ, π, Ø, O, o, u÷ %).
û 8.4.1. Di‡erent types of diagrams for vocoids.

∂ª

∂ª

1

3

2

4

oƒIPA
5

6

canIPA
8

7

In û 8.4.2(.2), again using canIPA symbols, we show the values most commonly
attributed to these (o‚cial) symbols in phonetics treatises: (i, e, E÷ …, a÷ M, X, √, A),
(y, °, §, π÷ %÷ u, o, O, Ø); while the theoretical and peripheral values (which are
found much more rarely, if at all) are better represented by other symbols (which,
nevertheless, suggest their values): (Å, å, ∏, Ú, *), (Y, ∏, œ), û 8.4.2(.1).
û 8.4.2. ˛e cardinal vowels of Jones placed upon our vocogram using canIPA symbols (1) and
canIPA values referring to çcardinalÇ symbols (2).
i/Y

(1)

…/%

y …/% M

*/u

e/∏

Ú/o

E/œ

∏/O

Å/π

å/Ø

u

i
e
E
(2)

°

X

§

√

π a A

o
O
Ø

˛e markers placed in û 8.4.2(1) are those which, in our convention, are used
for representing vocoids with çintermediateÇ lip position, that is, half-rounded lips.
˛e only purpose is to indicate simultaneously the two di‡erent articulations,
rounded and unrounded, which were intentionally produced in the same points.
˛e markers are located in the most extreme points, according to the criteria followed by Jones – in fact, their purpose was to bound the space of vocoids. In û
8.4.2(2), instead, we have placed the appropriate markers in the centers of the relevant boxes, so that they will have our canonical values. In this way, the spirit of
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the two approaches to the vocoids of the world's languages can be better compared.
We have included û 8.5 as well (for Spanish and for British English), in order
to show two triangular vocoidal schemes which are decidedly not advisable, given that they do not respect the phonetic reality of the articulatory apparatus in
various languages of the world. ˛ese are given in a.1-2, and despite their defects
(the ﬁrst is actually upside-down), they continue to be used. We have also provided the more common acoustic scheme (based on the ﬁrst two formants, F» and F”;
note that 25 = 2500 Hz, 2 = 200 Hz) for Spanish (å.3, as in the stressed vowels of
uno, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco) and for the 12 monophthongs of British English (∫.1,
as in: city˚ to bring˚ to eat˚ book˚ beck˚ lack˚ luck˚ mark˚ mock˚ four˚ fur ('s¤Ti, ThÈ'b>¤˙:, Th¯'IiT, 'b¨k, 'b™k, 'lπk, 'låk, 'mA;k, 'mØk, 'fø:, 'f‘:). ˛ey are not derived from
a triangle, but rather from a quadrilateral with the upper right corner part tilted
to the right (although English /u/ is actually front-central). In this it di‡ers from
our quadrilateral, where that part tilts to the left (∫.3), and from the current
o‚cial compromise trapezoid (∫.2), where that part is vertically straight. In this
last case, it is easy to see the vagueness concerning subdivision, and the markers
placed upon it which are always black and always round (regardless of lip position
and stress). We have placed there the 12 vocoids (corresponding to 12 monophthongs) of neutral British English, which are then given again in our own faithful
vocogram (∫.3), together with all of its inherent advantages.
û 8.5. Di‡erent ways of showing vocoids (5 Spanish and 12 British English monophthongs).
i

a
e

e

o

i

u
(å.1)

/i/
/I/
/È/
/E/
/√/
/π/
(∫.2)

F” 25 20 17 14 11 8 5 2
3
i
u
4
5
™
ø
6
7
a
(å.3)
F»

u
o
a
(å.2)

/u/
/U/
/O:/
/È:/
/Ø/
/A:/

/i/+/é,ò/ (i)
/I/ (¤)
/È/ (È)
/E/ (™)
/√/ (å)
/π/
(π)
(∫.3)

F” 25 20 17 14 11 8 5 2
3
¯
i
4
¤
¨
È
5
ø:
™
‘:
6
å Ø
7
π
A:
(∫.1)
F»

/u/+/é/ (¯)
/U/ (¨)
/O:/ (ø:)
/È:/ (‘:)
/Ø/ (Ø)
/A:/ (A:)

û 8.6-7 show, respectively, the orograms and labiograms of the 12 vocoids found
in neutral British English, (i, ¤, ™, π, å, A:, Ø, ø:, ¨, ¯, ‘:, È) (corresponding to the
actual monophthongs of English, excluding thus cases such as tea˚ two /'tIi, 'tUu/
('ThI;i, 'Th¯;u), which –clearly– are diphthongs, as we like to repeat).
8.11. ©th even a cursory examination of some of the vocograms in the phonosyntheses (and those for the 12 languages in the HPr), it can be seen that a great
level of precision is possible. Inside each box in the vocogram, the markers can be
found located in a variety of di‡erent positions, even along the boundary lines at
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the border between two or more boxes. By simplifying somewhat, however, we can
say that each vocoid has at least nine possible locations within a given box. ˛us,
besides a central (a) in its box, (a§, a÷, a@, aï, a°, aí, a#, a/), as well. For instance, it is
quite easy to hear di‡erent kinds of (a)-sounds in the ﬁrst elements of the diphthongs /aE, aO/, as in height˚ house /'haEt, 'haOs/ ('haÙT, 'haÖs). In regional pronunciations, they can vary as far as (Å, √, A, Ø) Â for /aE/, and (π, Ä, Å, √, A) Â for /aO/.
û 8.6. Orograms of the vocoids of the 12 neutral British-English true monophthongs.

¯

i

¤

¨

È

™

‘:

ø:

å

π

A:

Ø

û 8.7. Labiograms of the vocoids of the 12 neutral British-English true monophthongs.
¯

i
¤

¨
È

™

‘:

ø:

å
π

A:

Ø

˛e central location is fundamental, although it is not necessarily the most frequent or çnormalÇ one (just as the peripheral çcardinalÇ locations of Jones were
not the most common, either). Besides this, there is the possibility of shifting in a
high–low direction, or in a front–back direction. Combinations are also possible,
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such as high–front, low–back, low–front, high–back.
‹ile listening to recordings in order to analyze a particular language, it is
deﬁnitely helpful to use diacritics of displacement, especially while making notes
by hand. ˛us, a point, (3), can be placed (or a double underlining (=) as with contoids, § 9.5) generally underneath a vocoid to indicate (fairly) central position
within the box (È, A, e, ¥). It would also be possible not to use any diacritic, considering the central position as the default one. For this approach to work, it is
necessary for there to be consistency, so that later on, it will not become necessary
to wonder whether the absence of a point underneath meant simply the refusal to
take a ﬁrm position on the exact location of the vocoid (as could happen when indicating a mere opposition with other vocoid symbols, such as (e), with respect to
(I), or (™), or (Ù)…).
˛e other diacritics indicate a direction of displacement, which is the direction
in which the middle çprongÇ is pointing: (°, §÷ @, #÷ ï, /÷ ÷, í) (here in opposing
pairs). ˛us the ﬁrst denotes raising, while the second refers to lowering, as in (I,
i); the third indicates displacement forwards, while the fourth refers to backwards
movement, as in (¤, Ù); the ﬁfth denotes raising and fronting together, Â. ˛ey
can also be combined: two of the same diacritic symbol (for example, (##)) indicate
a displacement all the way to the edge, or even slightly beyond, while a single diacritic, placed within parentheses, (([#])), denotes a lesser degree of displacement.
For particular (descriptive or teaching) purposes, icons of the type ê, and Ì,
Ç, 7, ), and 6, ¶, è, •, may be useful, in order to indicate the nine general positions within a particular box.
It is clear, however, that there are many more than nine positions actually possible – at least twenty or so per box, even continuing to simplify a bit. To give a
round number, there are somewhere from 500 to 1000 possible vowel sounds,
which are then representable by the 52 vocoids (although with di‡erent locations
inside the vocogram). On the other hand, according to the language spoken, an
average speaker typically only distinguishes 5 to 15 of these (even if the phonemes
may be more, thanks to the addition of length).
8.12. But let us now move on to a consideration of all of the vocoid articulations. We will proceed vertically, according to places of articulation, starting with
the more simple vocoids, namely those without lip rounding (û 8.8, upper part).
For the sake of completeness, the çvirtualÇ vocoids are also present – with no gray
background – with their symbols placed in double parentheses. ˛e lower part of
û 8.8 gives the rounded vowels (also 30 in all, four of which are in parentheses).
To begin, we should observe the ﬁgures carefully; we will then provide examples. As can be seen readily, all of them are di‡erent from one another! Vowel orograms should not be considered hurriedly, lest important details be missed. For
each one, the reader should seek to arrive at a su‚cient level of competence in
kinesthesia, so that they can be articulated while the ﬁgures are being inspected.
û 8.9 shows the labiograms of the di‡erent vocoids. ˛e reader should note that
the ﬁrst column, that of front vowels, is articulated with spread lips: (i, I, e, ™, E,
π); all of the other unrounded vocoids have the lips in the neutral position. In the
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f 8.8. Vocoid orograms.

unrounded

i

Û

…

M

{{*}}

I

¤

¢

û

{{ï}}

e

Ù

È

X

{{Ú}}

™

É

‘

x

{{¢}}

E

Ä

å

√

∏

π

Å

a

A

å

rounded

Y

y

%

¯

u

è

Y

T

¨

U

{{∏}}

°

+

P

o

{{π}}

#

ê

Ö

ø

{{œ}}

§

@

∏

O

{{ì}}

π

∏

ù

Ø
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central column, we ﬁnd the labiograms of the half-rounded vocoids, such as (¨, a).
‹ile we are on the topic of rounding, we note that there are two di‡erent
types of rounding. ˛e more common one involves the addition of a certain
amount of lip protrusion (Ô û 8.3 and û 8.9), and is typical of the front-central
rounded vocoids (such as (y)) as well as the back rounded ones (such as (u)). ˛e
other type is a sort of èvertical¶ rounding (as can be seen in û 8.3 {Ô also û 8.9}).
It is typical of front rounded vocoids (such as (Y)). Central rounded vocoids (such
as (%)) and back-central rounded ones (such as (¯)) can be articulated in either of
the two ways, according to the language. For this reason, in the illustrations mentioned, these vocoids are placed in both categories (in brackets). In û 8.9, the half-rounded vocoids also appear in brackets (and, in fact, they are not extremely common), while the 8 çvirtualÇ vocoids are placed in double brackets.
It will not be superﬂuous to emphasize that the oƒIPA vocoids, located as they
are in their çpotentialÇ trapezoid, without true subdivisions and with only a meager number of symbols available, seem to have been çforcedÇ together due to an
anxiety for generalizations. ˛is organization is responsible for the (not unduly
scientiﬁc) çbeliefsÇ that (y), in reality, is merely (i) with rounding (the vocoid we
denote (Y)), and that (M) is actually (u) without rounding (the vocoid we denote
(*)). Instead, phonetic reality shows that (y) is a front-central rounded vocoid,
while (M) is back-central (unrounded).
8.13. For the purpose of learning and rationally memorizing the value and location of all of the elements of our vocogram, we will proceed through the various symbols, explaining their origin as well when this is useful. We will begin with
the symbols for the 18 Jonesian cardinal vowels, considering û 8.3 (and relying
upon the orograms already provided, as well). ˛ese symbols will be considered
according to the conventions of use which have developed over the course of time
– particularly the practice of denoting the most widely used and most frequent
sounds with the most normal symbols. In fact, at this point, some of the cardinal
symbols have ceased to represent the sound they (theoretically) had originally, and
now denote the values that were more commonly attributed to them (often including more than one of our boxes), because of being commoner in the languages
of the world.
As other symbols are added, it becomes necessary to maintain the connections
between the new symbols and the old ones, within the limits posed by keeping
them clearly distinct and by the necessity of allowing them to be (relatively) easily written, by hand as well.
Given that the Latin alphabet served as a starting point, it was natural for the
ﬁve vowel letters to represent the most frequent and normal sounds: (i, e, a, o, u);
these are used by many languages in stressed and unstressed syllables. In order to
indicate the most frequent variants of (e, a, o), it was decided, logically enough,
to denote more open vocoids, with respect to (e, o), with the symbols (E, O) (and,
in fact, these symbols are literally open). In Portuguese, German, Italian and many
other languages, we encounter çclosedÇ phonemes /e, o/ and çopenÇ ones /E, O/.
(˛is terminology refers to the relationships between the two e's and the two o's,
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not to the extreme points on the vocogram which are high and low – o‚cially close
and open˘]
A timbre di‡erent from (a) was shown by a variant in çcursiveÇ, which was then
wisely çstraightenedÇ and adapted to the type of character which is technically referred to as roman, or plain, or non-italic. ˛e resulting character was (A). In the
traditional pronunciation of French, it was important to distinguish between two
di‡erent kinds of a sounds, a çfrontÇ one and a çbackÇ one (but in reality, one is
front-central, (Å), and the other back-central, (A)), although in modern pronunciation, the phonemic nature of the distinction has been done away with, because
the second timbre has been eliminated. In neutral English, whether American or
British, the front a is a truly front vocoid, (π), in opposition to (A:). (For English
and French as well, in regional variants, or even in pronunciations widely used in
the media, the actual realizations can be notably di‡erent, Ô HPr é 2 “ 4).
8.14. Continuing to pass through the symbols, the grapheme y was used, very
intelligently (and with the inspiration of some northern European languages), for
the front-central rounded vocoid (y), found in French ﬂûte, (y), or in German
über˚ (y:). ˛is freed the alphabet, ﬁnally, from the handicap of previous çphonetic alphabetsÇ (and some later ones as well!), namely, the use of diacritics to denote
timbres, instead of modifications of timbres, as would be more than logical.
For this reason, çsymbolsÇ such as ç/ü˚ ö˚ ä˚ ë˚ ï/Ç are absurd, without mentioning
çmasterpiecesÇ like ç/±/Ç, in place of ('^:).
Taking the graphemes @˚ œ from European alphabets as well, it was then possible to represent the other two front-central rounded vowels which are most commonly found, (°, §): in French bleu /°/, œuf /§/, and in German schön /°:/, löschen
/§/. To these, a small capital version was added, for the open vocoid, (π) (which
is often omitted from tables and lists due to its rareness, or because it was thought
to be absent from real languages).
In the back region, the unrounded vocoids theoretically corresponding to (u,
o, O) were denoted, in this case as well with quite positive results, by (M, X, √). In
reality, rather than being çbackÇ vocoids (as they would be theoretically), they are
back-central, given that in the back region it is di‚cult to produce unrounded vocoids (since they would sound rather similar, while requiring a greater e‡ort).
˛e cardinal symbols become 18 in all, with the simple, but clever, addition of
(…, %), for the high central vocoids.
8.15. ˛e next additions involved other distinctions which were important for
the relative openness of several vocoids already present. In these cases, small capitals were used (wisely adapted to the dimensions of lower-case characters, even if
the di‡erence, though real, was not obvious; however, noblesse oblige!]˘
In this way, the lower-high vowels (I, Y, U) were obtained, corresponding to (i,
y, u) (even though, in place of (I, U), the optional variants (¤, ¨) were frequently
found; we use these last for other, similar values, as will be seen shortly). ©th this
expansion of symbols (and, naturally, in accord with the actual timbres of the vocoids), (I, Y, U) represent well the sounds of neutral German in List˚ fünf˚ Lust /'lIst,
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'fYnf, 'lUst/. As it happens, (U) is not a true small capital, (which would be ç(√)Ç, and
this last is actually used by publishers who do not have the real symbol), but it is
decidedly more conspicuous than the small capital, and also easier to write by hand.
˛e emaciated central area of the vocogram received three more elements,
which are fundamental in British English, namely (È, ‘, å), progressively opener
(¤ lower), as in the murder (∑È'm‘;Då). To these, (π) was added, as in hat ('hπT). As
is well-known and as we have emphasized, this vocoid constitutes today the lower
front limit of the modern scientiﬁc vocogram, even though the o‚cial trapezoid
obstinately places ç(a)Ç in this corner, while putting ç(π)Ç above it. ˛e value of
(å) is clearly connected, in its shape as well, to that of our central (a). In fact, if
one were to use the o‚cial trapezoid rigorously, but rather blindly, (å) would need
to be used for Spanish or Italian casa (even for the stressed syllable!), since –among
the few o‚cial symbols– (å) is the one which is closer to the timbre in question.
However, phonetics is an artistic, and also human, science and thus is capable of
common sense (and of the possibility of expansion and adaptation), notwithstanding ridiculous and anachronistic refusals to move forward.
8.16. In the latest reform, three other vocoids have been added to the o‚cial
trapezoid. One is the rounded vocoid corresponding to (‘), namely (ê) (which, appropriately, is similar to the unrounded symbol, while being closed o‡, given that
the vocoid is rounded). ˛is vocoid occurs, for example, in New-Zealand English,
as in fur ('fê:), while British English has ('f‘:). (In the early periods of the reform,
from 1989 to 1993, the symbol was mistakenly ﬂipped horizontally – in place of
(ê), there appeared ç(∏)Ç, which in our system canIPA is used with a di‡erent value.) Another symbol is (+), which represents a rounded vocoid, as is logical from
the shape, with the addition of the horizontal line characteristic of central high
vocoids. We ﬁnd an example in Dutch lus ('l+ß). In our vocogram, this new symbol corresponds completely to the schwa (/'SwA:/) (È), naturally with rounding.
O‚cially, the other new symbol, (Ù), ought to represent the unrounded vocoid
corresponding to (+). However, given that in the o‚cial trapezoid, (È) is extremely
vague and generic (which denotes, more than anything else, çnot being on the
peripheryÇ, and can refer to fully 17 of our symbols, in transcriptions of di‡erent
languages by di‡erent authors!), we prefer to give (È) its more normal and frequent
value, which is the value o‚cially attributed to ç(Ù)Ç. In this way, we can reserve
the front-central value (not just central, but certainly higher-mid) for (Ù), which,
given its relationships of symmetry with other symbols, ﬁts well between (e) and
(È). It is used, very usefully, for the second element in the English diphthong of
words like ﬂy ('fla;Ù) (rather than ç/flaI/Ç; or ç/flai/Ç, which was very commonly
used in a still earlier period).
CANIPA vocoids
8.17. At this point, we move on to additional vocoid symbols, found in canIPA.
˛ese represent quite precise vocoids which are in no way secondary to those al-
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ready treated. Beginning, again, with the unrounded ones, we have, between (i)
and (…), the high front-central vocoid, (Û), whose shape is clearly linked to that of
(i), but with a bit of di‡erence. ˛is vocoid occurs in Somali: inan (çÛ2nan), or also in the Italian dialect of Bologna: ﬁnîr (fÛ'nÛir). Below (Û), we ﬁnd (¤), which is
very common in English, for example in lisp ('l¤sp). ˛is symbol resembles the
lower part of (e) (as is logical, given that the vocoid is similar to (e, Ù) from an auditory point of view).
In the central box of the lower-high vocoids, we ﬁnd the small capital version
of (…), namely (¢), as in German: bitte ('ÊIt¢), which ﬁts in well into the series of (I,
Y, U). At this point, however, the visual pattern of small capitals (which had to be
interrupted earlier by (¤)), continues, to a certain extent, with (û), clearly related
to (M), given that it is the lowered variant of this last. ˛is vocoid occurs in
Turkish: karª (k√'Rû).
A small-capital e (adapted perfectly, as always, to the correct dimensions) provides an ideal way to ﬁll the urgent need for a front phone, halfway between (e)
and (E), which is therefore (™), as in English: yes ('j™s).
8.18. ˛e mirror image of (™), that is (É), can certainly be linked up to the parallelism between (e, Ù), as can be seen from the vocogram. An example can be
found in Mandarin Chinese: rén ('1⁄Én). ˛e higher-low front-central vocoid, (Ä),
maintains a clear relationship with (E), while naturally remaining distinct from it.
We ﬁnd this vocoid in Arabic: walad ('wÄlÄd). ˛e last element of this series is (Å),
as in French: papa (pÅ'pÅ), or Mandarin Chinese: wan (5wÅn). Frankly, it might
seem, given the general pattern of the small capitals used elsewhere, that it would
make more sense to use this symbol for the value we denote here by (a), thereby
forming a (perhaps more çharmoniousÇ) series ç(a, Å, A)Ç. However, as we have already mentioned, the central value is for a by far the most normal and frequent
one, in the languages of the world. For this reason, the order (Å, a, A) is fully legitimate, and logical as well. ˛e back-central lower mid vocoid, (x), clearly resembles both (X) and (√), which are on either side of it, vertically. We ﬁnd this vocoid, for example, in Mandarin: feng (5fx,), and in Russian: vodka [bodka] ('vjøtkx). We represent the value theoretically denoted by ç(√)Ç, that is, higher-low back,
with the vocoid (∏), whose shape is similar to that of (√) , given that the sounds are
similar, though not identical. We encounter this vocoid in Dutch: coud ('k∏Ut), or
in the Tyrolese dialect spoken in Alto Adige (in northeastern Italy): wasser ('6ùss∏).
˛e actual cardinal value of ç(A)Ç, in the trapezoid and in the records provided
by Jones, is the rarely occurring (å), which is found in Dutch: Amsterdam (&åmßtı'dåm). Instead, we use the symbol (A), more logically, for the value found, for example, in British English: car ('khA:), in American English: car ('khA:<), and in very
many other languages. ˛e link between (å) and (A) is made even stronger by the
fact that certain publishers, due to typographical limitations, would substitute (A)
with (å).
8.19. We now move on to the rounded vocoids, pronounced with rounding of
the lips. We mention again that the theoretical ç(y, °, §, π)Ç are in reality, front-
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-central rounded vocoids; thus, it is appropriate to leave them with the values they
have always had in practice. All that is left is to complete the sequence (including
(Y)), by adding the intermediate (#), similar to (°), but not identical, as with the
other ﬂipped or rotated symbols. We ﬁnd it in French: seulement (s#l'mŒ).
If we move on to the true front rounded vocoids, we ﬁnd only the two close
ones, (Y, è), as in Swedish: ny ('nè;Y) {/'nyy/}. ˛e shapes, irrespective of any graphemic value for the second symbol, resemble one another (as lower-case and small
capital, respectively), but are also similar to the nearby (y, Y). It is therefore more
useful and çnaturalÇ to consider the more frequent ((y, Y)) as more çcanonicalÇ,
and to derive (Y, è) from these (instead of the other way round), by moving the
tongue forward by an average of a couple of millimeters.
Moving on to the central rounded vocoids, it is logical to ﬁll the gap between
(%, +) by adding (T), which can be found in Icelandic: unna ('öTnna). Just as motivated, in its phonic value as well, is the use of (@) for the higher-low vocoid in the
series, as in Parisian and mediatic French: bonne ('b@n), or in Swedish: dörr ('d@R).
˛e low vocoid, (∏) sounds like an (a) with a sort of darkening added. ˛is is
caused by the rounding, which is necessarily not very strong, given that the vocoid is (so) low. ˛e vocoid occurs in the dialect of Bari (in southern Italy): sante
('s∏√n∂È). For these reasons, the connection with (a) is fairly solid and natural. Our
symbol is preferable to the more bulky ç(ê)Ç, decidedly di‚cult to write by hand
(the reader should try, if in doubt!), even though this last might seem more çlogicalÇ, in a series.
8.20. In the back rounded series, the addition of (ø) deserves some comment.
It was added to ﬁll in the lower-mid position, as in the other series. However, the
shape of (o) cannot be e‡ectively modiﬁed by rotations or reﬂections, nor by creating a small capital. For this reason, the only way to maintain the connection
with the normal letter o was to use the Greek letter sigma (s, disregarding its completely di‡erent value in Greek). ˛erefore, (ø) represents the timbre halfway between (o, O), as found in English: pour˚ ('phø:{<}) ((<) is for the American pronunciation), or in Spanish: moda ('mø;ƒa).
All of the back-central rounded series, (¯, ¨, P, Ö, ∏, ù), is nothing other than a
modiﬁcation of the back rounded series, and (some more, some less) all of the symbols resemble the others. For example, (¯) and (u); (¨) resembles the corresponding unrounded vocoid ((û), with the same location) as well, not just (U); (P) resembles both (¨) and (o); (Ö) is derived from (ø), as well, by 180° rotation; ﬁnally, both (∏) and (ù) resemble, respectively (O) and (Ø), with modiﬁcations chosen
from among the few still possible at this point.
Although phonemic transcriptions (but also those which seek to be phonetic)
of French, by using /u, o, O/, create the idea that this language has vocoids similar
to those of Portuguese, or Italian, or German, the reality is quite di‡erent. In fact,
in French (in çmodernÇ pronunciation), we ﬁnd examples of all six of the back-central rounded vocoids, as in pourtour (p¨Æ't¯:Æ), monôme (mÖ'nP:m), bonne
('b∏n), cent ('sŒ). In English, the symbol (¨) is necessary in words such as look
('l¨k).
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In Tuscany as well, the Italian phonemes /u, o, O/ are actually pronounced (¯,
P, ∏), at least as the basic form, with forwards or backwards diphthongizations possible in certain areas (as can be seen from the Tuscan phonosyntheses, for ∫orence,
Siena, Pisa, Livorno/Leghorn, and Piombino, in é 16). Here are a few examples
in the pronunciation of ∫orence: luna˚ dopo˚ modi ('l¯:n√, 'dP:FP, 'm∏:di).
8.21. Now, keeping in mind the 52 orograms of û 8.8 (placed at the end as an
appendix for purposes of referral and checking, and with the 8 currently çtheoreticalÇ ones as well), we will present brieﬂy the symbols together with languages using these vocoids. ˛e examples are not complete, since for now it is su‚cient to
run through the vowel phones quickly. In é 15-23, the phonosyntheses of 320
tongues (¤ languages, dialects, and variants will be given). Further examples can
be found there, as well as reliable information for beginning a rigorous study. ˛e
HPr gives systematic treatments of the twelve languages there considered (together with variants of these): English, Italian, French, German, Spanish, Portuguese,
Unrounded vocoids:

Rounded vocoids:

(i)
(I)
(e)
(™)
(E)
(π)

vivir Spanish
Kind German
sete ('se:te) Italian
settecento (&s™t-) Italian
sette ('sEt:-) Italian
hat English

(Y) ny ('nY:) Norwegian
(è) ny ('nè;Y) Swedish

(Û)
(¤)
(Ù)
(É)
(Ä)
(Å)

inan (çÛ2nan) Somali
bit English
bite ('baÙT) English
bèn Mandarin Chinese
walad ('wÄlÄd) Arabic
lac French

(…)
(¢)
(È)
(‘)
(å)
(a)

ty (= tv) Russian
bitte (-t¢) German
to be (TÈ-) English
fur British English
lover ('låvå) British English
datar Spanish

(M)
(û)
(X)
(x)
(√)
(A)

zí Mandarin Chinese
hammock (-ûk) English
cè Mandarin Chinese
céng Mandarin Chinese
love American English
hot American English

(∏) paus ('p∏Uß) Dutch
(å) kans Dutch

(y)
(Y)
(°)
(#)
(§)
(π)

lune French
Glück German
deux French
sœurette (s#-) French
sœur ('s§:˜) French
sœur ('sπ§R) Canadian French

(%)
(T)
(+)
(ê)
(@)
(∏)

null Norwegian
nul ∫emish
nul Dutch
fur New Zealand English
dörr Swedish
sante ('s∏√n∂È) Barese (ß™ Italy)

(¯)
(¨)
(P)
(Ö)
(∏)
(ù)

vous French
look English
beau French
bonnet (bÖ-) French
bonne French
ân ('öù:n) Persian

(u)
(U)
(o)
(ø)
(O)
(Ø)

susurro Spanish
und German
sotto ('sot:to) Italian
ottocento (&øt-) Italian
otto ('Ot:-) Italian
hot British English
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Russian, Arabic, Hindi, Chinese, Japanese, and Esperanto.
We will proceed according to places of articulation, rather than by manner –
therefore, vertically, along the columns. (Here we give as well, in parentheses, the
symbols for possible vocoids in the eight boxes which are currently empty.) We
have, therefore: front (i, I, e, ™, E, π), front rounded (Y, è, {∏, π, œ, ì}), front-central
(Û, ¤, Ù, É, Ä, Å), front-central rounded (y, Y, °, #, §, π), central (…, ¢, È, ‘, å, a), central
rounded (%, T, +, ê, @, ∏), back-central (M, û, X, x, √, A), back-central rounded (¯, ¨,
P, Ö, ∏, ù), back ({*, ï, Ú, ¢}, ∏, å), back rounded (u, U, o, ø, O, Ø).
At any rate, it is naturally also useful to produce the horizontal series (by manners),
as an exercise: high (i, Û, …, M, {*}), (Y, y, %, ¯, u), lower-high (I, ¤, ¢, û, {ï}), (è, Y, T,
¨, U), higher-mid (e, Ù, È, X, {Ú}), ({∏}, °, +, P, o), lower-mid (™, É, ‘, x, {¢}), ({π}, #, ê,
Ö, ø), higher-low (E, Ä, å, √, ∏), ({œ}, §, @, ∏, O), low (π, Å, a, A, å), ({ì}, π, ∏, ù, Ø).
8.22. ˛e phonetic method makes it possible to conquer (with a bit of practice,
that is, getting into the spirit of the method) the sounds of other languages and
dialects, by starting from one's own. For this reason, we will now observe at least
the orograms of the twelve vocoids which are the realizations of the actual monophthongal phonemes of present-day neutral British English (û 8.6, with unstressed
/i, u/, as in react, inﬂuenza), in order to provide an objective starting point (even
though almost every native speaker has a regional pronunciation, at least to some
degree). We give labiograms as well (û 8.7, without showing the teeth), which are
more functional and to the point, since they allow the viewer to concentrate on
the essential elements without distractions.
‹ile, for the languages indicated in § 8.21, the reader is referred to the phonoû 8.9. Labiograms of the vocoids, including distinct (and intermediate) states.
spread

neutral
(or normal)

half-round(ed)

vertically
rounded

round(ed)

i

Û … M {{*}}

{¨ ˚ W}

Y {% ¯}

y {% ¯} u

I

¤ ¢ û {{ï}}

{Ù : w}

è {T ¨}

Y {T ¨} U

e

Ù È X {{Ú}}

{È , „}

{{∏}} {+ P}

° {+ P} o

™

É ‘ x {{¢}}

{Í Ï ∑}

{{π}} {ê Ö}

# {ê Ö} ø

E

Äå√∏

{É † ,}

{{œ}} {@ ∏}

§ {@ ∏} O

π

ÅaAå

{Ω Ä a}

{{ì}} {∏ ù}

π {∏ ù} Ø
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syntheses or to the HPr˚ where they are dealt with, for the somewhat simpliﬁed vocograms of British English, we direct the reader back to û 6.1.2 (and to é 2 of the
HPr, for a fuller treatment of various English accents, with variants).
û 8.10. Labio- and orograms of all the vocoids, including distinct (and intermediate) states.

i

Û

…

M

*

I

¤

¢

û

ï

e

Ù

È

X

Ú

™

É

‘

x

¢

E

Ä

å

√

∏

π

Å

a

A

å

Y

y

%

¯

u

è

Y

T

¨

U

∏

°

+

P

o

π

#

ê

Ö

ø

œ

§

@

∏

O

ì

π

∏

ù

Ø

¨

2

˚

W

3

Ù

:

"

w

4

È

,

~

„

(

Í

&

Ï

∑

5

É

†

'

,

©

Ω

Ë

Ä

a

¬
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And now (Ô 8.8), let us examine the 52 orograms necessary for describing adequately the languages and dialects of the world (with the 8 theoretical ones added
as usual). It would naturally be helpful to look at the vocograms in the various phonosyntheses (and in the HPr), and not just for study, but also to satisfy a simple
(but legitimate, and healthy) scientiﬁc and human curiosity.
û 8.9 gives labiograms for the vocoids, many of which naturally coincide (since
di‡erent vocoids can have the same lip position). It will be useful to consider all
of them carefully, proceeding with kinesthesia as necessary in order to produce
each articulation, working from the more familiar to the less common ones. ˛ere
are 5 types of lip position, with 2 which are more normal (¤ neutral and rounded), and 3 complementary ones (¤ spread, half-rounded, and vertically rounded).
For the sake of greater completeness, we give in û 8.10 all of the possible vocoids, including both the 8 potential ones and also the 30 with intermediate lip
position (halfway between neutral and rounded), that is, half-rounded (shown by
the appropriate diacritic).
Articulatory practice
8.23. Once the most common (or familiar, for a given person) vocoids have
been located in the vocogram, it is necessary to ﬁnd out their true positions, not
just what one thinks they ought to be. It is also necessary to be able to pass from
one sound to another, initially starting with the more familiar ones (as always).
To use kinesthesia to feel the di‡erent positions of the tongue and of the lips, it
is singularly useful to articulate the sounds slowly, with great patience and care. It
is particularly important to learn to articulate them silently – without letting air
out and without çvoicingÇ, or in other words without letting the vocal folds vibrate, even in the reduced manner present during a whisper. As it happens, voicing covers over and masks the essential movements, thereby distracting from the
full sensation of kinesthesia. ‹ispering (voiceless lenis phonation) will be used
later, as a compromise between the useful artiﬁce of silent articulation and normal
phonation of real speech.
It is only necessary to make a single attempt in order to see how our ability to
perceive movements of the tongue and lips becomes incredibly expanded, if we
concentrate only on the sounds, without any sort of phonation. (Of course, this
does not mean that we should stop breathing.)
˛is is the practice of silent introspection, and it helps us to discover many unexpected and unsuspectable things. It is possible to add, instead of exhalation, a
voiceless inhalation (performed in a noiseless way). In fact, if we articulate a phone
(whether a vowel or consonant, but required to be continuous, ¤ without occlusion), and then inhale while maintaining the position of the phone, we become
better able to perceive the point of articulation, because we are aided by the sensation of breeze caused by the incoming air. In the case of constrictive contoids, this
sensation is naturally even more evident.
In the case of vocoids, one should try to practice pronouncing phones which
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are between those already known (including new ones that have already been
learned well). Here again, silent introspection is a good method, in alternation
with inhalation, whispering, and full voicing.
It is necessary to reach the point (at the beginning, with the help of a handheld
mirror) where one is capable of feeling fully all of the movements of the lips, the
tongue, and the jaw.
8.24. If we use neutral British English as a starting point, and continue to make
reference to the general vocograms (û 8.3 “ û 8.8-9), it will be possible to learn
to produce phones which are near (¤) = (I, ¢), or (Û, Ù); near (¨) = (U, T), or (¯, P);
near (™) = (e, E÷ É); near (ø) = (o, O÷ Ö); near (π) = (E, Ä, Å); near (Ø) = (O, ∏, ù); near
(A) = (a, √, å); near (å) = (a, ‘) or (√, Ä); near (È) = (¢, ‘), or (È, û); near (‘) = (È, å),
or (É, x). Lip rounding can be added, while taking care not to change the position
of the tongue, in cases like: (¤) = (Y); (È) = (+); (‘) = (ê), Â. Rounding can also be
taken away, such as in: (¨) = (û); (Ø) = (å), Â.
˛en, one can isolate the members which form the diphthongs of British
English: (Ii, ™I, aÙ, øÙ, aÖ, ‘¨, ¯u), (i, I, ™, a, Ù, ‘÷ ø, Ö, ¨, ¯, u), and then change
their lip positions: (Y, è, π, ∏, °, ê÷ ¢, x, û, M, *).
If we have already learned, or phonetically felt (y, °, §), or (M, X, √), perhaps we
instinctively articulate them as front-central rounded vocoids (and not front
rounded ones, (Y, ∏, œ)) and as back-central ones (not back unrounded ones, (*,
Ú, ∏)), respectively.
In the context of this exercise, it would be useful to succeed in producing even
vocoids not currently found in any analyzed language, since the result would be
progress in disciplining one's articulatory movements. At the same time, it is naturally clear that in languages such as French and German, front rounded vocoids
((Y, è, ∏, π, œ)) should not be accepted in place of (y, Y, °, #, §); just as (*, ï, Ú,
¢, ∏) would not be appropriate in languages (Asian or otherwise), which have (M,
û, X, x, √).
Other exercises, which should also be carried out calmly and patiently (and in
the beginning in silence, following one's progress carefully on the vocograms), involve producing homogeneous and gradual sequences of vocoids (at the initial,
perhaps incomplete ones). ˛us, it is possible to move along the columns, from
the top to the bottom (and vice versa), as well as horizontally, from front to back
(and vice versa). We have: (i, I, e, È, E, π), (u, U, o, ø, O, Ø), (y, Y, °, #, §, π), (M,
û, X, x, √, A), Â. Also: (π, E, ™, e, I, i), (Ø, O, ø, o, U, u), (π, §, #, °, Y, y), (A, √, x,
X, û, M), Â. And still: (i, Û, …, M, {*}), (I, ¤, ¢, û, {ï}), (e, Ù, È, X, {Ú}), (™, É, ‘, x,
{¢}), (E, A, å, √, ∏), (π, Å, a, A, å) (and vice versa).
It is possible to do the exercises along diagonal movements, even though this is
a bit trickier, since two parameters change each time instead of just one. For example: (i, ¤, È, x, ∏), (I, Ù, ‘, √, å), or: (Y, Y, +, Ö, O), (è, °, ê, ∏, Ø), Â. An exercise such
as: (i, Y, È, Ö, ∏), (I, °, ‘, ∏, å) would be yet more complicated, but certainly not
useless; here changes in all three parameters occur together.
Another exercise, which is quite a bit less di‚cult, but certainly not useless, involves alternating the two fundamental positions of the lips, while moving verti-
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cally and horizontally (in the two directions; and, as always, in silence at the outset): (i = Y), (I = è)÷ (… = %)÷ (Û = y), (¤ = Y), (Ù = °), (É = #), (Ä = §)÷ (M = ¯), (û =
¨), (X = P), (x = Ö), (√ = ∏), (A = ù); and (ù = A), (∏ = √), (Ö = x), (P = X), (¨ = û),
(¯ = M)÷ (§ = Ä), (# = É), (° = Ù), (Y = ¤), (y = Û)÷ (è = I), (Y = i)÷ (% = …), Â. Clearly,
checking the position of the lips and of the tongue (when possible), in a mirror,
can be a great help.
In the case of the lips, however, it is certainly practical to start with the vocoids
of one's own language, even if not a neutral variety. From this point, rounding can
be taken away (or added, depending on the case), as we have already seen above.
And still more exercises can be imagined...
8.25. ˛ere are various quantitative dimensions associated with the articulations of vocoids: the opening of the jaw with respect to the front teeth, the distance from the palate to the back of the tongue, as well as the distance between
the lips in the case of rounded and unrounded vocoids. We can give average measure ments in these cases, to be found in û 8.11 (in correlation with the six adjoining bands of û 8.3).
But, on the other hand, it is apparent that we can pronounce (i, I, ¤, Ù, ™, π, a,
å, ‘, È, A÷ Ø, ø, Ö, ¨, ¯, u) fairly clearly, both with our teeth together, as well as with
two ﬁngers placed between the teeth, to create an artiﬁcial opening of at least 30
mm. In fact, the mouth uses various compensatory adjustments to continue to
speak in a satisfactorily comprehensible way.
It is su‚cient to remember that we generally are understood even when speaking (bad-manneredly) with food in our mouth, or (more tolerably) while sucking
on a candy. ˛e mouth uses appropriate adjustments also when certain consonants
are found near the vowels. In order to produce the grooved consonants /s, S/, as in
sassy, shush! ('sπsi÷ 'SåS, 'S√S), or in Italian sasso and Sciascia ('sas:so, 'SaS:Sa), there has
to be very little jaw opening – in fact, the teeth are quite close together (as can be
seen in û 6.12 “ û 9.1 as well). Now, in order to produce (s, S) with an (π, a) in
the middle, it is natural for the (π, a) to become adapted to these circumstances,
by being pronounced with less opening (as can be easily seen with a handheld mirror).
Naturally, the physical structure (of the articulatory apparatus) of the speaker
makes the picture more varied, as we move from the average case to particular
ones. A small child and a big man almost 7 ft tall will have correspondingly di‡erent measurements, which can be di‡erent (smaller for the child, bigger for the
man) by as much as 50%. ˛is is without considering other communicative variables – if a person yells in anger, or two lovers speak softly together, the conﬁguration of the phonoarticulatory apparatus changes radically, and this change is also
due to the paraphonic characteristics which are added (Ô é 14).
Human language is so complex and organized, but at the same time adaptive,
that any çspeakingÇ machine (both for encoding and, especially, for decoding messages) remains far away from being convincing, or even from being able to communicate e‡ectively. ˛is is true even without taking into account the more complicated and remarkable semantic and conceptual aspect of the problem.
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û 8.11. Average measurements for di‡erent vocoids.
vocoids
high
lower-high
higher-mid
lower-mid
higher-low
low

lips, for
rounded V
4 mm
6 mm
8 mm
10 mm
12 mm
14 mm

lips, for un-rounded V
6 mm
9 mm
12 mm
15 mm
18 mm
21 mm

between
the teeth
4 mm
5 mm
6 mm
7 mm
8 mm
9 mm

from palate
to tongue
6 mm
8 mm
10 mm
12 mm
14 mm
16 mm

reference to
the boxes
5-7 mm
7-9 mm
9-11 mm
11-13 mm
13-15 mm
15-17 mm

Diphthongs: one phoneme or two?
8.26. ˛e question of whether diphthongs should be considered mono-phonemic or bi-phonemic is easily resolved by considering the facts of the matter, not
just theoretically, but according to practical phonemics.
Beforehand, we observe that it is appropriate to use the Latin preﬁx (bi-) instead
of the Greek one (di-) – even though the opposition is with mono- (Greek). ˛e
reason is to avoid uncertainties and ambiguities with related terms, such as diphonic, which refers to pairs of phone(me)s with the same articulation (in place and
manner), but with di‡erent sorts of phonation: ™ (p, b) /p, b/.
˛e other similar term, but only lexically, is diaphonemic, which refers to functional entities belonging to a given system, but showing di‡erences with regard to
accents. In a single language, it is frequently important to di‡erentiate social or
geographical accents. ˛is occurs, for example, in the case of British and American
English – from a diaphonemic transcription such as /'gOU, 'sUup, 'h√t, 'lπ;st, 'lØ;st,
'hÈ;<i, 'kA:≤, 'bEùÈ≤, 'nˆUu/ Â (go˚ soup˚ hut˚ last˚ lost˚ hurry˚ car˚ better˚ new), it is then
possible to derive the British phonetic transcription (('g‘;¨, 's¯up, 'håT, 'lA;sT, 'lØsT,
'hå>i, 'khA:, 'b™Tå, 'nj¯;u)), and the American one (('gø;¨, 'sUup, 'h√T, 'lπsT, 'lO;sT, 'h≥;i,
'khA:<, 'b™m≥, 'nU;u)).
In Italian, as in Spanish and many other languages, diphthongs are sequences,
which are also as such in writing, by combining the normal symbols which are
available: they are, consequently, biphonemic sequences. ˛ese sequences are
formed by simply combining the various vowel phonemes, with their normal realizations (subject only to certain limitations on which combinations are possible,
due to historical and contingent reasons). ˛e most frequent Italian diphthongs
(the true diphthongs, correctly excluding sequences of /0é/, as in /jE, wO, ja, wa/,
Ô § 5.2-3) are: /ai, ia, ie, io, au/, followed by: /Ea, Ee, Ei, Eo, Oi/, and: /Eu, eu, ei, oi/.
˛e diphthongs /ae, Oa, Oe, ea, ua, ue, ao, Oo, eo, oa/ are decidedly less frequent,
while /oo, ui, iu, ii, ee, aa/ are still rarer. If we do not restrict ourselves to words,
but count phrases and sentences as well, Italian has examples of all phonic diphthongs possible, including /Ou, ou, uu/ (Ô § 5.1.2-3 of the MaPI).
We will give only a few examples, from the most to the least common: partirai˚
fattoria /parti'rai, fatto'ria/ (&paRti'ra;i, &fatto'ri;a) (both with three syllables), sono urgenti /sonour'GEnti/ (&sonouR'GEn:ti) (sequence of four syllables).
˛e choice of whether to indicate diphthongs explicitly or not depends natural-
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ly on functional and statistical factors, not just distributional and structural ones.
˛us, in Italian (and in similar languages, such as Spanish and Portuguese, Â),
it is normally possible to avoid making lists of all the diphthongs (or vowel sequences) possible. Equally, one generally does not make lists of all of the consonant sequences, among other reasons, because it would not be easy to be certain
of giving really complete lists (or tables). ˛e only way to be sure of the results
would be to manage to consider all the scientiﬁc, technical, and rare words, while
including only ço‚cialÇ words, leaving out connected utterances.
8.27. ˛e Germanic languages, instead, have systematic inventories of diphthongs, even though the orthographies are normally not so systematic, often presenting multiple ways of writing restricted and recognizable phonemic entities (for
reasons having to do with the historical evolution of languages).
For example, within words in English, we have the following diphthongs: /Ii,
EI, aE, aO, OU, Uu, OE/ (in diaphonemic transcription, excluding, for now, cases like
hear, care, hears, cares, hearing, caring /'hIÈ≤, 'kEÈ≤÷ 'hIÈ≤z, 'kEÈ≤z÷ 'hI˘<I˙, 'kE˘<I˙/, in
order to avoid complicating excessively our development). ˛ese diphthongs are
clearly mono-phonemic, ﬁrst of all because they are paradigmatically in opposition
both among themselves, and with simple /é/, as in: leak /'lIik/, lake /'lEIk/, like
/'laEk/, Luke /'lUuk/, look /'lUk/, lick /'lIk/, lack /'lπk/, lock /'lØk/, luck /'l√k/.
Secondly, they are mono-phonemic also because their phonetic realization is not
derived from the individual symbols within each diphthong, but globally. In fact,
we have (where the slashes are used to separate British and American pronunciations): ('lIik, 'l™Ik, 'laÙk, 'l¯uk/'lUuk, 'l¨k, 'l¤k, 'lπk, 'lØk/'lAk, 'låk/'l√k). If we should
go on to consider other English accents (such as the other nine given in the HPr
and their variants), the phenomenon would become even clearer, as many variations are encountered which depart considerably from the (dia)phonemic representation (Ô the examples given in § 1.5).
Moreover, in English it is not possible to ﬁnd examples of single segments or
symbols, such as /a, O/, but only /A:, O:/, unless we should go back to obsolete notations, such as /a, a:, O, ai, au/ for /π, A:, Ø, aE, aO/. ˛e last two of these are still given today as /aI, aU/, even though the real and normal articulation is (aÙ, aÖ); but
this is the maximum amount of precision and reﬁnement to be found, for the time
being, in international printed works. In the chapter on English in the HPr, our
transcriptions will naturally be like those shown here.
We will brieﬂy, as an example, look into the case of /IÈ≤, I˘</, which presents a
complication due to the existence of two fundamental types of English accents,
British and American. As elsewhere, the problem is resolved diaphonemically.
American English is çrhoticÇ, or in other words r is pronounced in all cases, not
just when transcribed /</ (¤ in front of vowels), but also as the diaphoneme /≤/ (¤
in word-ﬁnal position, or before a consonant): hear, hears, hearing /'hIÈ≤, 'hIÈ≤z,
'hI˘<I˙/ ('hI;≥, 'hI;≥Ω, 'h¤<¤˙). British English, on the other hand, has not been rhotic for about the last three centuries, and has therefore become çnon-rhoticÇ: ('h¤;å,
'h¤;ÈΩ, 'h¤È>¤˙). From the transcriptions, it can be seen that British English has
diphthongs in these three cases as well (and in the case of /EÈ≤, E˘<÷ UÈ≤, U˘</, too).
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8.28. It is certainly true that in English, there are also other vowel sequences,
which form triphthongs. However, in these cases we are always dealing with combinations of elements which have already been seen elsewhere. For example,
British English has: higher /'haEÈ≤/ ('haÙå), tower /'taOÈ≤/ ('ThaÖå), slower /'slOUÈ≤/
('sl‘¨å), and in both accents we have: Hawaii /hÈ'waEi, -'wA:i, -'wA:Ii/ (hû'waÙi,
-'wA;i, -'wA;Ii), Haweis /'hO:Is, 'hOEs/ ('hO;¤sa, 'hø;¤sb, 'høÙs), Louis /'lUu¢s, 'lUui/
('lUuÈsa, 'l¯u¤sb, 'lUuia, 'l¯uib); also, in the word idea, the neutral British pronunciation is generally: /aE'dIÈ/ (aÙ'D¤;å), while the American is: /aE'dIiÈ/ (aÙ'DIi√).
German has three monophonemic diphthongs: /ae, ao, OY/ (ae, ao, OY), which
have, inevitably, many di‡erent realizations in di‡erent accents. ˛ese can be seen
in é 5 of the HPr, and also in the dialect phonosyntheses of é 17, in this HPh:
Alsatian, (Munich) Bavarian, Luxembourger, Mocheno German (Italy), (Alto
Adige) Tyrolese (Italy), cennese, (Zurich) Swiss German. In these other dialects,
other diphthongs can be found, of a centralizing type, which can be generically
described as /iÈ, yÈ, uÈ/. Phonetically, there is much more variety than the phonemic or graphemic notation of many descriptions would encourage one to think.
For the sake of simplicity, we now consider the typical realizations of the three
canonical phonemes in just the broad regional accents of cenna and Zurich.
Given the examples Eis˚ Haus˚ neun /'aes, 'haos, 'nOYn/, in neutral German, we
have: ('öaes, 'haos, 'nOYn), while in the accent of cenna: ('EÙs/'πÉs, 'h∏øs/'hØÖs,
'nO,n/'n√Yn/'n∏ên) (also (@°, §°))), and in that of Zurich: ('ÅiΩ, 'hå¯Ω, 'nêin/'n∏in).
If we were, for the sake of hypothesis, to consider the three diphthongs as bi-phonemic, that is, formed from combinations of ﬁve independent elements, such
as /e, a, O, o, Y/, the diaphonemic aspect of the transcription would be lost, thereby rendering this sort of transcription of no utility.
8.29. As happens with contoids, also for vocoids some special symbols may be
useful, when we want to highlight articulatory nuances between di‡erent accents
of one language. For Spanish and Italian, for instance, it could be expedient to use
symbols which are astride two others: (e/™) ((e)), (™/E) ((E))÷ (o/ø) ((o)), (ø/O) ((O))÷
(Å/a) ((a)), (a/A) ((q)); even astride: (i/I) ((I)), (I/e) ((&)), (u/U) ((u)), (U/o) ((U)). ˛is last
series might be useful for variants of German as well, together with (y/Y) ((y)) and
(Y/°) ((§)). Besides, the following could come in handy as well (E/π) ((p)), (π/Å)
((π)), (A/å) ((⁄)); and (O/Ø) ((Q)).
For the sake of completeness, û 8.12 shows the 42 special symbols for vocoids
which could actually be useful. As a matter of fact, it concerns cases where any decision to use either symbol between more normal ones could conceal some important realities in regard to the comparison of national or regional accents. ˛e use
of çspecial symbolsÇ can resolve this dilemma over the best way to render nuances
accurately, avoiding troublesome and ugly diacritics (just as we decided to do also for certain contoids, which are typical of particular languages or variants).
˛e ﬁrst vocogram shows the unrounded çspecialÇ vocoids; the second, the
rounded ones. But it is recommended to use (some of) them in cases of real necessity and, above all, if one actually knows how to do it. Otherwise, çnormalÇ canIPA
symbols –or even oƒIPA– should be su‚cient. In certain books and websites one
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can even ﬁnd o‚cial quadrilaterals alike for di‡erent languages (with markers absurdly placed exactly on cardinal points).
û 8.12. Possible çspecialÇ symbols for intermediate canIPA vocoids.

I
&
e
E
p

i Ù m
X ™ M
È ' ‰
A ‘ ≈
Å å √
π a q ⁄

y
§
@
Æ

Û
¨
°
æ

Î
é
ø
£
Á

u
U
o
O
Q

CANIPA vocoids “ correspondent O‡IPA symbols
8.30. We now present systematically our 60 vocoids (omitting the çspecialÇ
ones) and their correspondents among the 28 o‚cial ones; this task will obvious(i) ç(i)Ç (=)
(I) ç(I)Ç (=)
(e) ç(e)Ç (=)
(™) ç(ef ) or (EF )Ç
(E) ç(E)Ç (=)
(π) ç(a)Ç (–)
(Û)
(¤)
(Ù)
(É)
(Ä)
(Å)

ç(i&) or (i]) or (…Ω)Ç
ç(I&) or (I7)Ç
ç(e& ) or (ÙΩ ) or (e7 )Ç
ç(EZ ) or (eZ )Ç
ç(aZ ) or (E7 ), (E& )Ç
ç(a7 ) or (a& )Ç

(…)
(¢)
(È)
(‘)
(å)
(a)

ç(…)Ç (=)
ç(…f) or (ÈHF )Ç
ç(È) or (ÈF )Ç
ç(‘)Ç (=)
ç(å)Ç (=)
ç(a7& ) or (åf )Ç

(M)ç(M
7 ), (M
Ω )Ç
(û) ç(M
Z ), (M
Ëf ), (M
7f ) or (‰7F )Ç
(X) ç(‰Ω) or (‰7)Ç
(x) ç(√Z ), (√7F ) or (‰Z), (‰7f )Ç
(√) ç(√Ω), (√7 )Ç
(A) ç(AΩ ), (A7 )Ç
(*) ç(M)Ç (–)
(ï) ç(M
f ) or (‰f)Ç
(Ú) ç(‰)Ç (–)

(¢) ç(‰f) or (√F )Ç
(∏) ç(√)Ç (–)
(å) ç(A)Ç (–)
(Y) ç(y)Ç (–)
(è) ç(Y)Ç (–)
(∏) ç(°)Ç (–)
(π) ç(°f ) or (§F )Ç
(œ) ç(§)Ç (–)
(ì) ç(π)Ç (–)
(y) ç(y7 ), (y. )Ç
(Y) ç(Y7 ), (Y& )Ç
(°) ç(°7 ), (°& )Ç
(#) ç(§Z ), (§7F ) or (°Z ), (°7f )Ç
(§) ç(§7 ), (§& )Ç
(π) ç(π7 ), (π& )Ç
(%) ç(%)Ç (=)
(T) ç(%f ) or (+F )Ç
(+) ç(+)Ç (=)
(ê) ç(ê)Ç (=)
(@) ç(êf )Ç (–)
(∏) ç(π7& )Ç (–)
(¯)
(¨)
(P)
(Ö)
(∏)
(ù)

ç(u7 ), (uΩ )Ç
ç(U7 ), (UΩ )Ç
ç(o7 ), (oΩ )Ç
ç(OZ ), (OFË ) or (oZ ), (ofË )Ç
ç(O7 ), (OΩ )Ç
ç(Ø7 ), (ØΩ )Ç

(u)
(U)
(o)
(ø)
(O)
(Ø)

ç(u)Ç (=)
ç(U)Ç (=)
ç(o)Ç (=)
ç(OF ) or (of )Ç
ç(O)Ç (=)
ç(Ø)Ç (=)

(¨) ç(ig ) or (yG)Ç
(˚) ç(…g ) or (%G )Ç
(W) ç(M
Ëg ) or (uËG )Ç
(Ù) ç(Ig ) or (YG )Ç
(:) ç(I.g ) or (Y.G )Ç
(w) ç(M
hg ) or (UËG )Ç
(È) ç(eg ) or (°G )Ç
(,) ç(e.g ) or (ÙËg ) or (e7g )Ç
(„) ç(‰Ëg) or (oËG )Ç
(Í) ç(ehg ) or (EHg )Ç
(Ï) ç(‘g ) or (êG )Ç
(∑) ç(√Zg ), (√7g@ ), (OZG ) or (O7@G )Ç…
(É) ç(Eg ) or (§G )Ç
(†) ç(aZg ) or (§
.G )Ç
(,) ç(√Ëg ), (√g7 ) or (OËG ), (O7G )Ç
(Ω) ç(aHg ) or (πHG )Ç
(Ä) ç(a:7g ) or (åhg ) or (π7:G )Ç
(a) ç(AËg ), (A7g ) or (ØËG ), (Ø7 )Ç
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ly require adding a fair amount of diacritics to the o‚cial ones, if they are not to
remain generic and vague. We give the eight potential vocoids as well, so that the
di‡erences can be better understood – in fact, as we have already mentioned, in
our system the more normal and natural values are given to the traditional symbols. We include 18 with intermediate lip position as well. We show by (=) perfect
coincidence in the use of symbols, by (=) an approximate coincidence, and by (–)
a conﬂict between the two systems.
8.31. Going back to canIPA vocoids, let us notice that with (µ, ¤) we indicate
backing or fronting of the dorsum (whereas oƒIPA uses (m, —) for this purpose, but
(µ, ¤) for the so-called çretracted/advanced tongue rootÇ. Instead, in our system (!)
indicates spread or neutral lip-position, as in the general symbol (Ÿ). (Let us also
observe that paraphonically §Ÿ@ indicates an added smile while speaking; whereas
§≠@ shows pouting, Ô û 8.14.)
We have seen (Ô û 8.9-10) that, when using actual –not generic– symbols, it
can be useful to be able to indicate an intermediate lip-position between neutral
(and also spread) vocoids and rounded ones, as in (Ù, ,, °) or (∏, ©, O), Ô û 8.13.
However, it could be important to be able to also distinguish further degrees such
as (Ù, ,, ï, °, Ú) or (∏, ©, Ö, O, Ø). In fact, sometimes it is useful to show slightly delabialized phones, such as the third elements in the series just given, (ï, Ö), or else
slightly labialized phones, such as the second ones, (,, ©). ‹en these notations
are useful and used, we have to explicitly indicate that it is not the plain intermediate position between unrounded and rounded vocoids, ¤ half-rounded ones (û
8.13), as can be seen from û 8.14. In addition, if necessary, the last elements of the
series given above are used to indicate that (already) rounded vocoids are over-rounded, (Ú, Ø) (û 8.14).
Also for central approximants, above all, it could be useful to distinguish degrees of labialization, as for instance in: (V, ≥, ‹, w,„).
û 8.13. Scale of three labial positions.

(Ù)

(,)

(°)

û 8.14. Scale of six labial positions (the ﬁrst is paraphonic as the last one can be).

§Ÿ@

(Ù)

(,)

(ï)

(°)

(Ú)/§≠@

